
Kaimanawa Horses for sale as of 01/07/15 
Please contact Tracey Thompson for photos and more info 
davetrace@netspeed.net.nz or phone 06 374 0955 
 
Princess 2012 mustered mare.  Broken in, needs experienced rider.  8 years.  Very striking 
dark red bay.  14.1hh  slight build (like a TB) $2000.  (no one has even been to see her 
yet!  She is in work right now) 
  
Sugar 2012 foal at foot.  Green Broke.  Very quite but wont sell to beginner as she is only a 
baby herself.  Rising 4 years old.  Rich red bay with four white socks and a thin 
blaze.  Stunning looks, perfect nature and lovely freemoving paces.  Going to be the best 
little childs pony but still needs a little more mileage.  $2000 at present but price will go up 
as she gets more experience. 
  
Lunar 10 month old colt foal. (out of Bossy)  Rich red bay moon on his face and white 
socks.  mature around the 14.3hh.  Solid build.  Very pretty boy.  Leads, ties up, picks up 
feet.  $500 
  
Little Legend 9 month colt foal,Iout of Podge) bay with L on forehead.  mature around the 
13.3hh.  quite inquisitive nature.  will make a great kids pony.  Leads, ties up, picks up 
feet.  $500 
  
Pocket Rocket, rising 2 year old gelding (out of Podge) unusual bay colour with white blaze 
and socks.  Very quite (2nd in age class at Nationals behind The Brat!) Leads, ties up, picks 
up feet, been covered and washed.  also been on truck  $800 
  
Lightening, rising 2 year old filly, (out of Misty) grey mature 15.2hh  Very quite but has been 
wind sucking.  Wears a collar and is fine.  Leads ties up picks up feet etc.  Very lovely 
filly.  $800 
  
May consider selling Popeye.  rising 2 yr gelding (out of Koha – went to Dunedin 2014 
muster) Very tall will mature 15.2+hh.  Very dark red bay.  Leads ties up picks up feet, but 
still a little nervy.  $1000  (reluctant sale but next muster is approaching! ) 
  
  
Mares that will be for sale about Xmas time: 
Podge 7 year old mare.  bay solid build very athletic.  13.3hh.  Leads ties up, in process of 
picking up all four feet.  been covered.  Still nervy could go now to an experienced home, 
but maybe best to stay a bit longer.  I think this mare will be a top games pony due to her 
quick moves!  $500 now, but will be $1000 unbroken around Dec/Jan   
Bossy 7 yr old mare.  Rich Red bay, very pretty.  14.2+hh.  Been handled but not ready to 
move on yet.  Still getting her trust with her hind legs but does need to find a home before 
next muster.  Stunning looking mare, reminds me of a quarter horse cross. 
Rusty may be for sale before next muster.  Chestnut with flaxen mane and tail.  13.2hh.  3 
years old.  Very very quiet.  Started under saddle only ridden lightly will be turned out until 
after xmas when we will bring her in and maybe find the perfect home for her. (This one is 
Tanesha’s pony that she stole off me and will be  very very hard sell.) 
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Beauty, would consider letting her go if the right home comes up.  But would have to be 
better than here!  Not sure I can let her go yet, but she really needs to be out there in the 
show ring. jet black 14hh rising 4 years.  Broken in but turned out to grow at present. Very 
quiet.   
  


